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Ostrowski ([l, Appendix C], [2] ) has given an inductive proof of an explicit formula for the nth derivative of the inverse function. His subsidiary conditions are derived from a certain recurrence formula. We will give a direct derivation of an explicit formula which we will show to be identical with that of Ostrowski. There are fewer subsidiary equations in our formulation, thus simplifying the calculation of these formulas whether done by hand or on a computer. Our proof is based on a theorem of Jabotinsky [ •»2 »-2
We can get some feeling for the constraints (10) from considerations of dimensional analysis. With x we associate the dimension P while with y we associate the dimension R. We write this as dim(x) = P, dim(y) = P. Clearly, dim(g(y)) = P, dim(gW(y))=PU-' f dim(/<>>(*)) = PP->.
We note that with g'{y) = l/f(x). It seems clear therefore that g (n) must be of the form 
